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Thank you for subscribing and for your
support to the Bryson and Baker Batt
Foundation! We are so happy you are here
and proud to share how 2022 went for us.
We became an official 501c3 on July 19th,
2022, and have been going full steam
ahead since, time flies!
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A Warm Welcome What is donated to the NICUs?We've been busy dropping off
donations to both NICUs at

Ascension St. John and 
 Children's Hospital of

Michigan.

NICU Welcome Packages - Curated bags
of items to help parents get through
those first few hours or days in the NICU -
Example items are board books, food
delivery gift cards, travel size hygiene
products, snacks, and coffee.
 
Sunshine Bags - These gift bags bring a
smile to a parents face whether it’s a new
book to read to their baby, fuzzy socks,
chocolate pretzels, stress relief lotion, a
puzzle! Something for them to enjoy and
know they’re loved and seen on those
not so great days.
 
Memory Boxes - Items provided to
families in the NICU who lose their baby
to help remember and cherish those
moments together and provide a sense
of comfort and belonging. 
 
Holiday Love - Being in the NICU during
a holiday is not an easy task. We provide
blankets, board books and food delivery
cards to NICU families during the month
of December to spread joy.
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For those that are new here or just want to
know a little bit more about who we are -
The Bryson and Baker Batt Foundation is a
501c3 nonprofit based in Michigan. The
mission of the foundation is to support
families in the NICU (Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit) and those that have lost their
baby. 

Our hope is to provide some comfort, love,
and the feeling of not being alone when a
family is in the NICU and faced with the
unimaginable. We do this through your
generous donations both monetarily and
physically. We donate NICU welcome
packages, sunshine bags, memory boxes,
and holiday love packages.
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Current Donation Counts
NICU Welcome Packages 

Sunshine Bags 

Memory Boxes 

Holiday Love 

85
60

32
89
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RECENT EVENTS
SEPTEMBER.    8

We kicked off the nonprofit on September 8th
celebrating the hard work it took to get to this point.
We honored Bryson and Baker during this event
which truly was so special being with our family and
close friends, with even a few of the boys' NICU
nurses in attendance. 

Thank you to those who attended and donated to
the nonprofit! Your support goes such a long way in
helping so many families!



RECENT EVENTS
NOVEMBER     11

On November 11th we traveled to our family in
Connecticut for an event they held to celebrate and
fundraise for the nonprofit. Thank you Uncle Steve
and Aunt Danielle as well as Amy for putting on
such a great event! We raised $27,000!!

We appreciate the hard work and time to make this
event happen! It is so heartwarming seeing family
and new friends dedicate their time to this
foundation - Thank you to all who came out and
supported!



RECENT EVENTS
DECEMBER      4

The Holiday Love volunteer event was held on
December 4th with about 60 volunteers coming
together to tie blankets and package up the holiday
bags for NICU families. 

Thank you to everyone who came out, gave their
time, donated, and supported! Each package
contained a large fleece tie blanket, $25 DoorDash
gift card, and a book. 

We put together 88 bags which went to Ascension
St John and Children's Hospital of Michigan NICUs.



NewHospital Partnerships

NICU Relations and Guidance

DR. ATHINA PAPPAS

NewBoard Member
Division Chief, Neonatology
Ascension | St. John Hospital and
Medical Center

In Q1 2023, we will be starting to make donations to both NICUs at
Royal Oak Beaumont and Mott Children's. 

 

Our Impact
We received one of your gift bags at the
Detroit Children's NICU. Our daughter

was born 10/16 with stage 4
neuroblastoma. When so much in our

lives was so newly horrific and confusing
it was a sweet comfort to receive that gift
bag from one family wishing to comfort

another. Thank you for what you're doing
to support complete strangers. 

I had my daughter on 12/16/2022 via emergency C-
section, and she is currently in critical condition in the

NICU. I’ve since been discharged and am home with my
two boys while she is still in the NICU, walking into her
room and seeing the bag from you guys was extremely

touching and really warmed my heart, and reading
about this foundation and learning the story behind it
broke my heart that you went through what you did.
Thank you from the bottom of my heart for putting a

smile on my face during this hard time and for making
me feel a little better.



Thank you!

A special and huge THANKS to Variety - the
Children's Charity Detroit for the gracious
grant of $7,000 to fully fund our December
Holiday Love Event. On December 4th, we
came together with about 60 volunteers
from the community to make tie fleece
blankets and package the holiday love bags.
These bags each have a large tie blanket,
food delivery gift card, and a book. These
packages around the holiday bring joy to a
family in the NICU - A blanket just for them
to keep warm in that NICU room means so
much to a family. We donated 88 bags in
total - 44 to both NICUs at Ascension St John
and  Children's Hospital of Michigan. THANK
YOU to all of our volunteers who came
together! 

We have partnered with the Roman James
Foundation to provide their pamphlet in the
memory boxes at Children's Hospital of
Michigan. Roman James Foundation assists 
 metro Detroit families with the unexpected
costs of infant burial and cremation.

Join us on January 21st at Baffin Brewing in
Saint Clair Shores from 12-4pm for some
great beer and a great cause! 

10% of proceeds will be donated to the
Bryson and Baker Batt Foundation - come
out and say hello, we'd love to see you! 

January 21

Save the Date

If you have ideas or interest in how our
nonprofit can partner with you or your
business, please email us at
brysonandbakerbattfoundation@gmail.com.

Thanks and have a joyous week!

With love, 
 
 

http://variety-detroit.com/
https://romanjames.org/
https://www.baffinbrewing.com/

